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Life the Lipman way is always unexpected, and the hilarious and witty way in which she recalls her
adventures and misadventures has made her a bestselling author and national treasure. Past-it Notes is the
ultimate Maureen Lipman collection, drawing on choice material from her six previous books (re-visited and
re-worked) laced with a heady dose of extremely funny new autobiographical material. Past-it Notes is
packed with beguiling showbiz anecdotes, wonderful stories, eccentric characters, bizarre situations and
memorable encounters - recalled and recorded with gusto and relish, including affectionate recollections of
her late husband, the playwright Jack Rosenthal, and of her mother and Muse, the inimitable Zelma. From
entertaining the neighbours at the age of four with impressions of Alma Cogan to entertaining the nation on
TV, from struggling with her laptop to film-roles and award-winning stage triumphs as diverse as The Pianist
and Oklahoma - and not forgetting her iconic creation Beattie, star of thirty five British Telecom
commercials - Maureen combines stories of her whirlwind professional life, and confessions of the chaos
that often threatens to engulf her personal life, with a style and wit that is utterly and uniquely her own.
'Thank the Lord for Maureen Lipman...she is fast becoming a national treasure. She has a lightness of touch
that glides over the poignant and the hilarious with elegance and gives voice to a generation that is
increasingly and lamentably overlooked.' Sunday Express Born in Hull, actress Maureen Lipman has written
six best-selling books, the most recent being Lip Reading. She has won numerous awards for her television
and theatrical work including the Laurence Olivier and Variety Club of Great Britain Awards.
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From reader reviews:

Jerry Brock:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite publication and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can
add your knowledge by the publication entitled Past-it Notes. Try to make book Past-it Notes as your close
friend. It means that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside regarding course make
you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you much more
confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and
knowledge with this book.

Debbie Jackson:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open or even read a book titled Past-it Notes? Maybe
it is to become best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Jean Gaskin:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With examining you can get a
lot of information which will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story or perhaps their experience. Not only the story that share in the publications. But also they
write about the data about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to
teach your sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days
always try to improve their ability in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to their book.
One of them is this Past-it Notes.

Teresa Burns:

A lot of publication has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You
can choose the very best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is
known as of book Past-it Notes. You can add your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it
might add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware
about guide. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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